Information details to post, link and advertise on https://SylvianeNuccio.com

As you may have noticed my site is a secure. HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Secure) which is an internet communication protocol that protects the integrity
and confidentiality of data between the user's computer and the site . As such my
site is a safe place for your client’s customers and potential customers to visit.

1) Articles need to be a minimum of 700 words, in the English language, with
minimum grammar, spelling, and style errors as our editing spare time is limited.
2) Price to post an article with 2 do-follow promotional links is $125.
3) Price to add a link to an existing article on https://sylvianenuccio.com is $65.
4) If you desire to include extra promotional links to your article it’s an additional
$20 per link, but you can add non-promotional links for FREE if you wish.
5) Links are allowed ONLY in the form of anchor texts with NO .com, entire
URLs of any kind, or phrases such as click here, or for more information or
anything of the kind. NO company or personal names are allowed as anchor texts
either.
6) Your articles need to be sent to me in a Word format or Google doc. NO
embedded articles in your email.
7) Your article must be sent as is with the anchor text/link(s) within the text, NOT
as links at the bottom of your text.
8) If you provide more than one image for your post, the images MUST be sent as
an attachment to your email in the correct size which is 690 x 460. For a single
image we are happy to take care of this. If you do want a specific image you need
to send it sparely from your text in the right size mentioned above.
9) You must provide an email address for your PayPal invoice with each order.
PLEASE, REMEMBER THIS AS IT IS VITAL FOR THE FAST PROCESS OF YOUR ORDER.
10) Each order MUST be sent as a new email (not in the thread) with subject line:
"New article to be published."

11) For advertisement banner the fee is $100 per month.

